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Programme Dates and Events
February 28th
March 28th
April 24th:
May 29th:
June 26th:
July 31st:
August 28th:
September 25th:
October 30th:
November 27th:

Library (Geoff Fenn) and models (Ken Fletcher)
AGM
Workshop.
Paintings
Miniatures.
Members’ models and Biennial final arrangements
Members’ models and Biennial debriefing.
‘The Kon-Tiki Expedition’ - talk by John Wheeler
Members’ models.
Xmas nibbles.
Biennial – provisional date August 15th – to be confirmed

Provisional
programme;
details to be
confirmed.
All on Friday
at 7.30pm

And a reminder that members’ models, irrespective of state of construction, are not only welcomed but
positively required at all meetings.

CHAIRMAN’S NOTES - JANUARY MEETING – Peter Rogers
At the meeting Ron Thornton produced his latest project, a 17th century
Taiwanese Junk. It is markedly different from typical modern mainland types
with very fine underwater lines and obviously does not expect to run aground.
Full report later in this issue.
Adrian Roberts showed the progress of his model of HMS Ben-my-Chree, the
Isle of Man steam packet converted in 1915 as a seaplane carrier. The hull is
now formed and work has started on the superstructure. Again, a full report
elsewhere.
Trevor King had brought along plans of a 16 gun sloop of late 18th C.
Originally a French privateer named Frédéric, she was captured by
HMS Emerald in 1781. Her lines were taken off and she was bought into the
Royal Navy as HMS Pelican. She served as convoy escort in the Irish Sea until
sold in 1783 at the end of the American Revolutionary War. (Editor’s note:
Ian Mclaughlan has pointed out that Harold Hahn discussed Pelican in some
detail, and included most of his redrawn plans, in chapter 6 of his book “Ships
of the American Revolution”.)
I produced my cutter which now has the square topsail replaced
with a much increased hoist which now appears ‘right’. The radio
control is now operating after some hiccups. The RC system on
my cutter controls the jib, the square topsail and the gaff mainsail,
the fore staysail being set at an optimum and left self tacking.
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The diagram shows the installation as finalised but
originally the jib winch lines ran as a continuous loop
through a block at the end of the bowsprit with the sheets
for the (overlapping) jib taken off as tappings (so ensuring
lines below deck had no slack). Operation showed that
this didn't work as lines fouled catheads and the like so
had to be revised.
The revision meant that slack could now occur below deck
in the jib sheets and this fouled projections which now
meant I had to revise my battery storage and protect the
winch drum to stop it picking up loose line. A classic
example of unforeseen circumstances.
Headsails on
Peter Rogers’
RN cutter

I have made 4 guns
and their (simplified)
carriages, and have also
started to make the sheet
anchor in brass. (I prefer

to use brass as anchors lashed to the outside of working models
can come into contact with pond sides and other models). Because
I didn’t have any ¼ inch thick brass sheet I decided to try silver
soldering together two pieces of 1/8 inch plate. I cut out one half of
the profile to near final shape and then cut out a slightly larger second
half. Short lengths of silver solder ribbon were placed at intervals
crosswise between the two before applying heat. The final result
gave an essentially invisible joint. Very high sustained heat required.
17th CENTURY TAIWANESE JUNK – Ron Thornton
As a follow on to my Pole Junk, completed last year,
and being happy with its sailing ability, I decided
I would like to build a second but somewhat
different Junk. Searching the Internet I came across
many photos of a reconstructed 17th century
Taiwanese Junk.
Editor’s note: There is scope for possible confusion
as, prior to the reconstruction on which Ron based
his model and which was launched in 2009, there
had been a 2003 reconstruction of a 15th century
Taiwanese junk that was launched in 2008. Many of
the photos are of that version. Despite the two
century time difference, the 17th century
reconstruction was based on that of the earlier one
The 2003 reconstruction – ‘Princess Taiping’
although at nearly twice the size (see
http://myweb.ncku.edu.tw/~chenjh/mypaper/ISBSA12.pdf). The 2003 design was built using traditional
materials and methods, taking 5 years in the process, whereas the 2009 version – twice the size - was “adjusted”
to take account of modern safety requirements and built with modern tools.
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The 15th century reconstruction made a successful voyage of 17,000 miles, which demonstrated the essential
plausibility of the reconstruction. The Wikipedia entry provides the following information:
The ship was commissioned …… to demonstrate the plausibility of the theory that the Chinese explored the
American West Coast decades before the voyages of Christopher Columbus. The ship was a replica of war ships
in the navies of Zheng He and Koxinga. It was 54 feet (16 m) long and 45 feet (14 m) wide. Thirty craftsmen from
Fuzhou, Quanzhou and Zhangzhou spent six years building the ship, without nuts and bolts, using traditional
Chinese shipbuilding techniques. It was entirely wind-powered, with three cotton sails.
The ship was launched in June 2008 from Xiamen, in the People's Republic of China. It set off on June 26 from
Keelung, Taiwan. It made 17,000 miles (27,000 km) of its trip, stopping in California, Hawaii, and Japan, among
other places, before it was rammed by a Norwegian chemical tanker near the Su Ao Harbor in northeastern Taiwan,
20–30 miles from the end of its voyage back in Keelung. The Princess Taiping sank. The skipper and all ten
members of his international crew were rescued by a Taiwanese helicopter and rescue ship after several hours in
the water.

I could not find drawings for the 17th century Junk as built
but some reconstruction drawings from 2003 are available.
Each time I researched for more information it became clear
that there does not appear to be a uniform standard, each Junk
is painted differently or has different superstructure. I did
find photos of previously constructed models; each one
shows the modeller’s interpretation and all are slightly
different.

I decided to follow the drawings, which followed
an original painting of the type and started
calculations for a 1/32 scale model. The original
specification (for the 2009 reconstruction – Ed.)
stated the length as 30m OAL, which would give
me a model 30.25” long. I worked from the line
drawings, thank goodness - as it was well into
construction that I found things not working out
from the full profile drawing. Eventually
I realised that the two drawings are to a different
scale. More calculations were needed.

Lines and reconstruction drawings from the Tseng (2003) plan for the
‘Princess Taiping’

My model has been built using my usual method
of balsa sandwich construction plank-on-frame with epoxy resin exterior and hard fibreglass interior.
As construction progressed I found that the junk is extremely shallow draft and the position of the deck, which
is well below the gunwale, was going to restrict installation of servos. Space is tight and most of the ply formers
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Space below
deck is limited!

were removed to make way for radio gear. The servo to operate
sails, although of standard size, had to be mounted off centre of
the keel to prevent it protruding above the deck. I had to
purchase a
smaller
The Tseng
servo
to
model
operate the
rudder for
the same
reason.
This had to
be mounted
on a level
Decking laid
with
the
rudderpost,
as it would have been a tortuous linkage if mounted in the
body of the hull. In hindsight I now wish I had opted for a slightly larger model.

HMS BEN-MY-CHREE – PROGRESS – Adrian Roberts
I have covered the history of the 1915 seaplane carrier HMS Ben-my-Chree in previous articles (Log, June 2019).
In summary, she was originally built in 1907 by Vickers for the Isle of Man Steam Packet Company and was
intended for use on the England–Isle of Man route. She was taken into the navy in 1915 and converted as a
seaplane carrier.

Ben-my-Chree as originally built (left) and after conversion as a seaplane carrier (right)

I cannot report much progress on my 1/500 model. I had hoped that, being semi-retired, I would have more time
to model, but it doesn’t seem that way. The older you get the more things you get involved in, and the more
your wife wants you either out of the house or doing things that she finds for you to do. So, I have just about
managed to complete the waterline hull, and start the superstructure.
The hull is lime sheet, in three horizontal layers, carved and sanded to shape according to the drawings in Ian
Burn’s book on this vessel. It is much easier to model a hull that does not have sheer but one needs to be honest
with oneself before taking the easy route and not having any sheer. I looked long and hard at the drawings and
photographs, and concluded that I could get away with a flat upper deck, apart from a slightly raised prow which
I added with Milliput. I have painted the hull in matt white primer ready for the topcoat. A flexible ruler for
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drawing curves that my daughter had at school came in useful for drawing pencil lines marking out the rows of
portholes. I made the portholes by twisting a 1mm drill bit by hand. This should have been easy but very often
the grain would knock an indentation off-line, and filling the wayward hole with domestic filler and trying again
rarely produced better results. I have had to leave some holes permanently filled; not many people will count
the portholes but everyone will notice if the lines are wonky. The rubbing strakes are proprietary plastic strip.
Currently the hull looks too shallow,
because it was topped with a solid
bulkhead rather than guardrail for
most of its length, and I have not yet
fitted this. First I need to add some of
the superstructure that will be directly
on the deck, and then try to add the
bulkhead, so that when I paint the
hull with its light grey topcoat
I can paint the whole side profile
in one go so as to avoid a different
shade at the join. In any case,
I expect to need a lot of filler to
cover the join, so this also needs
to be painted continuously with
the adjoining hull. I am not particularly looking forward to creating the bulkhead, which will need to be only
about two millimetres high. At 1/500 scale, a six-foot man would be about 3.5mm, so the bulkhead needs to
come up to his lower chest .
I have started the superstructure with components in which the sides are flush with the hull. The seaplane hanger
is prominent on the quarter-deck; in reality it was about 18 feet high. The feature with the curved front, which
is the only other detail so far, is the foremost of the upper-deck deckhouses. When the vessel was an Isle of
Man Steam Packet Company ferry this was the ladies’ first-class saloon, and it became the Intelligence Office
when the ship was navalized.

SCHNELLBOOT S100 PROJECT (Part 2) - Ron Thornton
Although not needed for the moulding process, I thought that I would try to build the ‘kalotte’ as it looked a
complicated structure and if I could not get a reasonable result the plan would fail.
I decided to build the above deck section first and then add the cockpit depth later. For this I would need a
temporary deck structure. The photos show the ply base, which fits on to the breakwater and hull sides, and is
the basis of the build. I decided - like the full size - to work in aluminium using litho plate. I have plenty of this
for experimentation but on reflection I don’t think it was a great idea. I could have probably done a better job
using thin ply. It did not occur to me to use plasticard, which would probably have been the best solution. I will
try this on the next one I build!
I started with card patterns, working from the front segment, from the base to
a semicircle of ply, which would form the cockpit rim. The base and top width
of each segment is discernible from the plan drawings but what goes between
is anything but straightforward. Many failed patterns and aluminium segments
also. Chaos reigned for some time but I did eventually get something of a
method. With one segment
Getting there
held in place temporarily,
at last…!
I joined it to next one by
taping the back with
masking tape and then ran
cyno into the joint when
they
were
positioned.
Fortunately most of the
Chaos reigns…!
internal joins are unseen.
The masking tape also gave a base for some thin fillers to be
squeezed between the joins where needed. Steel wool
removed my skin marks where I had been joined to the job by
the cyno and some filing achieved something of a result.
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With the basic ‘kalotte’ mounted on the hull I was able to measure
down to the temporary deck each side of the cockpit to get the depth.
Looks promising…!
Not possible from the drawing as there is slight curvature of the deck.
Once these extra pieces were in position I could then add the cockpit.
The cockpit does not go down to the deck level and I had to judge this
depth by working on the scale height of the crew using photos of the
full size to see how much of the captain could be seen when operating.
The ‘kalotte’ is almost
complete. It needs clear
Perspex screens around the
cockpit so I have not filled in
gaps between the top segments, as these will be needed to hold a
support framework in position.
I have cut patterns for the deck from 1/16th ply and built some hatch
structure, and drawn others for scale size removable hatches. What is
immediately obvious is that there is very little access to the hull from
the scale hatches despite the size of the hull. My son intends to
experimentally install 3 outrunner water-cooled electric motors, three
props and three rudders in his fibreglass version but will try different
configurations to find the optimum. I would have thought that plenty of access is going to be needed, perhaps
why he needs a very strong hull. Large removable
deck sections would add little to the structural
integrity of the hull..
If I finish the plug to a working model when it is
returned, a simpler configuration would be my
choice. I am therefore building some deck structures
with this in mind before the hull departs.
This has been a very difficult build and it is possibly
why not many models of this type are around. It has
certainly taken me out of my comfort zone; my next
model - another junk - looks an easy job by
comparison!
To be continued when plug and optimum hull are
returned.

TRINITY ROYALE OF THE TOWER (1413) – Alan Ludbrook
In May 2017 Alan sent me the following article about a model that he built “many years ago”. Unfortunately,
it got lost in my deep litter filing system so, belatedly, here it is – with apologies to Alan.
By the time of Henry V it was usual for the Crown to maintain a small permanent fleet. In times of emergency
this fleet was enlarged by the Crown using a general power of arrest over all shipping in English ports attaching
to the Crown. Vessels and their crews were obliged to serve the Crown for a specified period. During the last
years of Henry IV’s reign, relations with France had grown steadily worse. As a result, Henry V, once he was
crowned, commenced building his four great ships. These were built specifically as warships and belonged to
the Crown. The first ship was the Trinity Royale of 540 tuns, launched in 1413. She was followed by the
Holigost of 740 tuns in 1415, the Jesus of 1000 tuns in 1416 and the Grace Dieu of 1400 tuns in 1420. The
remains of the largest ship, the Grace Dieu, are still in existence at Bursledon on the river Hamble.
These ships were predominately troop transports and naval battles then were still hand-to-hand fighting affairs.
However, the first guns were being introduced aboard ship at this time, though they were primarily antipersonnel weapons. The building of these ships was the responsibility of William Catton, the Clerk of the Royal
ships, who was appointed on 18 July 1413. One of his first tasks was the building of the Trinity Royale. The
suffix Of the Tower denoted a King’s ship rather than a private vessel chartered or commandeered by the Crown.
The old royal flagship, the Trinity de la Tour of 300 tuns, had been laid up in dock for 2 years. She was
dismantled and her timbers were used again, probably because of a lack of seasoned timber, for the new Trinity
Royale. The Trinity Royale was built at Greenwich and the records show that, in order to complete her, seasoned
timber was brought from Eltham, Hatfield, Colchester, Croydon, Ealing, Bromley and Bexley. The ship was
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expensively decorated. Supplies of white lead, red lead, vermilion, copper, verdigris, varnish, gold, smarer lake,
jude fyne, fleysmoker, rusky noker and Tynfoil were laid in. In all she cost £1,686 15s 111/4 d.
Her crew consisted of the Master, Constable, Carpenter and 200 men. When Stephen Thomas was made master
of the Trinity Royale on August 12th 1417 he was paid a yearly annuity of £6 13s 4d.
The Trinity Royale was the royal flagship when Henry V went to France for what eventually became the
Agincourt campaign. On August 7th 1415 Henry left Porchester and was taken to the Trinity Royale moored in
Southampton Water. She was called the King’s Chamber as she was the ship on which he slept; other ships
were called The Wardrobe or The Kitchen. She sailed for France on the 11th August, flying the banner of the
Holy Trinity from the masthead. In January 1416 she was the flagship of the Earl of Dorset when he took
reinforcements to Harfleur. In August 1417 she fought in a major battle with the French and their allies in which
three Genoese carracks were taken. She was laid up in a mud berth at Hamble in 1429 and rotted away, though
recorded as still there in 1452.
Basis for reconstruction
The main source for the hull shape is a carved pew from the chapel of
St Nicholas, King’s Lynn, which is dated to 1415. It is thought to
represent one of the King’s four Great ships. Other sources used include
the votive model
known
as
the
Catalan or Mataro
ship, now in the
maritime museum of
Rotterdam,
the
Bremen Cog, an
early treatise on
naval architecture by
Timbotta dated 1445
and the inventory.
The
latter
was
The Mataro
prepared
on
ship
Henry V’s death as
his will stated that
his creditors could be paid from the sale of the Royal ships.
Hull
Timbotta records a keel/beam ratio of 21/2 to 1, but by his time all large ships were three-masted. I preferred the
tubby, almost round appearance of the Mataro ship with a keel /beam ratio of 1 to 1. The Captain of the Galleys
of Florence, Luca di Maso degli Albizzi, visited England in 1429 and recorded the dimensions of the Grace
Dieu as: length (stem to stern) 177 feet and breadth 96 feet. These proportions are similar to the Mataro ship.
These ships were clinker built, probably the largest clinker ships ever built. The remains of the Grace Dieu
indicate that a three plank clinker system was used on these large ships.
Many seals of the time show through beams, in particular a large through beam under the forecastle which was
used to belay the anchor cables. Fore and after castles are shown on the King’s Lynn carving and on many
contemporary illustrations. They all show the upper levels supported on arched supports and set back from the
lower decks. This allowed the upper decks to clear the shrouds, which were not yet rigged from channels, and
also allowed bowmen to shoot from the lower decks. The bulwarks are frequently shown with slots for archers.
The recess in the after castle above the windlass is based on the arrangement on the Bremen cog. I have also
shown an opening in the upper deck of the stern castle to enable orders to be passed to the men at the tiller.
Castles are also normally shown with awning supports. On northern European ships the ridge pole runs fore
and aft whilst on southern ships the ridge pole runs athwartships. The after face of the forecastle has the large
arched opening known as the cubbidge head.
Rig
The inventory clearly indicates that these large vessels were two masted. The rig is generally based on the
King’s Lynn carving with dimensions based on Tinbotta. Some clues are given in the inventory such as the 34
chains for the shrouds. Ratlines were not fitted at this time and a ladder is provided to the main top. The mainsail
area was increased by adding additional strips on the bottom, first a bonnet and then a drabbler.
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Other details
Guns with chambers are listed in the inventory. Their size is not indicated. I have shown two breech loaders in
the forecastle. Gads or throwing spears are also listed in the inventory. Both a Capstan and a Windlass are
listed in the inventory, and I have positioned them as in the Bremen cog. It is possible that the capstan was used
for steering. Pumps are listed in the inventory. I have fitted two adjacent to the main mast
The Flags are listed in the inventory. I have shown the cross of St George
forward, the banner of the Holy Trinity on the main and the cross and doves of
Edward the Confessor on the mizzen . The other two banners are personal
banners of Henry V, consisting of a chained antelope or a chained swan with
the motto “Dieu et mon Droyt”, a stock of a tree eradicated and the red rose of
Lancaster. The inventory indicates that the royal arms frequently shown on the
mainsail in contemporary illustrations was in fact a separate cloth, presumably
hoisted in front of the mainsail on special occasions. The inventory also lists a
gilded crown for the top and a Figurehead with a crown.
The Model
Built to a scale of 1:48, the hull was clinker planked in
marine ply. I endeavoured to build the hull without
frames in the traditional manner. However when it
started looking like a fruit bowl, I attempted to pull it
back to shape by inserting frames. These distorted the
hull slightly but I was reluctant to discard all the work
and carried on regardless. Unfortunately, when the hull
was varnished the distortions were accentuated. There
is a lesson there, I think. In the end, I decided I could not exhibit the model and it was given to my children to
play with!
With such a tubby hull, I felt there was no need for external ballast. Lead pipe was placed in the hull and the
hull filled with
expanding
foam.
The
castles, etc., are
mostly ply and
lime. Masts and
spars are ramin
and sails are
tracing
linen.
The mainsail is
controlled by a
sail winch and
the
lateen
mizzen sheet is
run
to
the
rudder.
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